
Getting started with Blackboard

• Configure Audio Setup Wizard:

• Or dial in:  1-888-272-8702; code 2053175# 
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Presentation Notes
Audio should be enabled through your computer speakers, and if you haven’t already done so, please configure Audio Setup Wizard.  You can get there from the upper left part of your screen, through the icon with horizontal lines, and there’s an illustration of it on the screen right now.  Once you go in to Audio Setup Wizard, you’ll get several prompts, which will ensure that your audio is optimized for today’s webinar. If the sound quality is bad or you prefer to dial in, use the number on the screen, which is the same as the one from our email invitation. We’ll be asking everyone to mute their phones (*6) until we get to questions.We’ll be recording today’s webinar for those who aren’t able to attend today, or for those of you who want to go back and review it.  We’ll also post and send a link to these PPT slides following the webinar. 



Measuring Success:
Subgrants

February 18, 2015

As you arrive, 
please configure 
Audio Setup 
Wizard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon. A few notes before we begin:To cut down on background noise We’ll be asking everyone to mute their phones (*6) until we get to questions.We’ll post and send a link to these PPT slides following the webinar. And we’ll be recording today’s webinar for those who aren’t able to attend today, or for those of you who want to go back and review it.  [Start Recording]



Overview

 Welcome & Introduction
 Brief Review from January 21st Webinar
 What is a subaward?
 Examples
 What’s Next
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Presentation Notes
Here’s a quick overview of what we’ll cover in this webinar. After a brief review of the January session on identifying projects, we’ll talk about subawards and work through a few examples of identifying and reporting subgrant projects. Before we get into the content, I’d like to take a brief moment to let you know who is around the table here at IMLS this afternoon: 



Review

Goals
• Build more dynamic/easy-to-use tool to capture better Grants to 

States data

• Standardize reporting process to increase comparability of 
project reports

• Highlight (and learn from) projects that are rigorously assessed 

• Share information to facilitate SLAA peer learning; 
• build a catalogue of library program information;
• improve data for policy analysis and in-depth evaluation work
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Presentation Notes
With the new system we’re aiming for consistency and comparability in reporting. And we’re looking at broader sharing of information among the states, in the library community, and with the public at large.



Review: Projects
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Presentation Notes
As we discussed in prior sessions, the annual narrative report is organized around projects and in the new framework there are three levels of reporting: Projects, Intents, and Activities.We’ll be looking specifically at subgrants or subawards in today’s session. We will not be discussing how project information is entered into the new system nor will we cover all of the data elements that are collected in a project report. We’re still focusing on the conceptual level of what constitutes a project and how subawards are reported.



Review: Projects

What is a project?
 Set of discrete and interdependent activities carried out to 

achieve an intended outcome
 Contains allocable resources (e.g., dollars spent, people 

responsible for accomplishing tasks, venue or service 
location(s), time spent)
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Presentation Notes
Projects are the vehicles for organizing activities that support a State’s objective or intended outcome.  It is important to properly identify projects for consistency of reporting across SLAAs and their subrecipients. This is key to aggregating comparable data that show the impact of IMLS Grants to States funds. As we discussed in the last session, a project is…[Slide content]For reporting purposes, each project is assigned one “Intent” and each project includes at least one “Activity”. In terms of subgrants or subawards, there may be instances where individual subawards that you might traditionally have treated as individual projects in the old SPR can be combined into a single project for reporting purposes in the new system. We’ll provide some guidance on bundling subawards a little later in the presentation.



Review: Intents

Each Project is assigned one Intent
 An objective or expected result in a project.
 Intents are mapped to the six focal areas
 For example:

Focal Area Intent(s)
Lifelong Learning • Improve users’ formal education

• Improve users’ general knowledge and skills

Information Access • Improve users’ ability to discover information 
resources.

• Improve users’ ability to obtain and/or use 
information resources.
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Presentation Notes
The “Intents” show the “why” of a project. The list of Intents used for reporting came from work with the states in identifying and refining the six focal areas. Each project will be assigned one intent. You’ll find the full list of Focal Areas and their associated “Intents” in the Key Terminology document on the Extranet.Choosing the appropriate intent will help us readily identify projects for comparisons and also help us tell a more cohesive story about the great work that is happening with support of LSTA funding.



Review: Activities

 Action(s) through which the intent of a project is accomplished.
 Activity Types:

Instruction Involves an interaction for knowledge or skill 
transfer.

Content Involves the acquisition, development, or transfer 
of information.

Planning/Evaluation Involves design, development, or assessment of 
operations, services, or resources.

Procurement Involves purchasing facilities, equipment/supplies,
hardware/software, or other materials (not 
content) that support general library 
infrastructure. 
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Presentation Notes
Activities are the “how” of a project. There are four activity types that will be used to describe your projects [slide content]Each project will have one or more activities. Additional information about activities is available in the Key Terminology document on the Extranet.



Review: Activities

Activity Level information includes:
 Beneficiaries
 Locales
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Presentation Notes
I want to mention a couple of things that are collected in the activity level information that come into play when you consider combining subgrants into a single project. In the old system, information about “primary and secondary users” was collected at the project level. In the new system, this is reported as information on “beneficiaries” and it is collected at the activity level. Locales will help us identify exactly where an action originates or takes place and will be reported at the activity level as well.



Subawards

 §200.92 Subaward.
 Subaward means an award provided by a pass-

through entity to a subrecipient for the 
subrecipient to carry out part of a Federal award 
received by the pass-through entity. It does not 
include payments to a contractor or payments to 
an individual that is a beneficiary of a Federal 
program. A subaward may be provided through 
any form of legal agreement, including an 
agreement that the pass-through entity considers 
a contract.
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Presentation Notes
So today we are going to focus on subgrants or subawards. Here’s the definition from the new regs. Subawards are awards provided by a pass-through entity (in this case the SLAA) to carry out part of a federal award. These are not payments to a contractor.



Subawards

 §200.93 Subrecipient.
 Subrecipient means a non-Federal entity that 

receives a subaward from a pass-through 
entity to carry out part of a Federal program; 
but does not include an individual that is a 
beneficiary of such program. A subrecipient
may also be a recipient of other Federal 
awards directly from a Federal awarding 
agency.
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Presentation Notes
Subrecipient or subgrantee is the non-federal entity that receives a subaward to carry out part of a federal program.



Subawards

FFATA Requirement
 Subawards of $25,000 or more must be 

reported in http://fsrs.gov
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Presentation Notes
A couple of additional notes about subawards. As a reminder, the Federal funding accountability and transparency act (FFATA) requires reporting of each subaward of $25,000 or more in the FFATA subaward reporting system (fsrs.gov).

http://fsrs.gov/


Subawards

Reporting in the new SPR
 Individual subawards of $5,000 or less may be 

combined together in a single project report if 
they:
 Support a single Intent;
 Cover the same subjects; AND
 Target similar beneficiaries.
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Presentation Notes
In many states that offer subgrants, they are organized into grant programs that provide funding focused around a single purpose - where they make individual subawards to a number of different libraries to carry out similar efforts. In the old SPR, these were typically reported as individual projects or as parent-child projects. The new system does not have the capacity for reporting parent-child projects. In the January webinar we mentioned that in some cases, small subawards could be combined for reporting purposes but didn’t define what qualifies as small. We are awaiting final sign-off from our grants admin office and will let you know if this changes, but as a general rule of thumb, we suggest that you may combine subawards of $5,000 or less into a single project if they support a single intent, the same subjects, and target similar beneficiaries.  For example, a state may offer a subgrant program where libraries receive a small subaward to purchase a computer that specifically supports early learning. To ease the reporting burden, these subgrants could be combined into a single project report in the new SPR. In such cases where multiple subgrants are reported as one project, the individual subrecipients would be identified in the “locale” information collected at the acitivity level so that we can still capture information on which libraries are benefitting from the funding. Please note that the SLAA will still be required to keep documentation for each individual subaward, but in terms of reporting in the SPR, these could be combined into one project. Please consult with your program officer if you’d like to discuss specifics of your subaward program and how these subawards may be combined.We’ll now walk through a few examples to see how this may work.



Example 1

West Dakota (SLAA) sought to increase participation in lifelong 
learning activities for all residents in the state. The SLAA offered 
a subaward program that provided libraries with $25,000 to 
support their related project. 

Six libraries were awarded $25,000 each: 
 3 libraries implemented digital learning labs; 
 2 libraries created a makerspace; 
 1 library offered a GED program.
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Presentation Notes
So let’s look at an example.



Example 1

How should this be reported?

A. 6 projects: Projects reported by individual library

B. 3 projects: Project A) Digital Learning Labs; Project B) 
Makerspaces; and Project C) GED program

C. 1 project: Project A) Lifelong Learning in Libraries
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Presentation Notes
A quiz should appear on your screen. Please take a moment to record your response. We’ll then have a chance to discuss the options and take any questions.



Example 1

How should this be 
reported?
A. 6 projects: Projects 

reported by individual 
library

B. 3 projects: Project A) 
Digital Learning Labs; 
Project B) Makerspaces; 
and Project C) GED 
program

C. 1 project: Project A) 
Lifelong Learning in 
Libraries

West Dakota (SLAA) sought to 
increase participation in lifelong 
learning activities for all residents in 
the state. The SLAA offered a 
subaward program that provided 
libraries with $25,000 to support 
their related project. 

Six libraries were awarded $25,000 
each: 
 3 libraries implemented digital 

learning labs; 
 2 libraries created a makerspace; 
 1 library offered a GED program.
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Presentation Notes
Report as 6 projects. Rationale:Each award meets the threshold for FFATA reporting, so there should be a corresponding project reported in the annual narrative report.While they can be grouped into three types of projects carried out, it would not be appropriate to aggregate at this level of dollar award.While they may support the same “Intent”, these should not be grouped together as a single project.



Example 1

Questions?
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Presentation Notes
Questions?



Example 2

West Dakota (SLAA) sought to improve skills of library staff 
across the state. The SLAA offered a continuing education 
subgrant program that would provide libraries with up to $1,500 
for a staff member to attend a library conference. 

30 libraries received subawards:
 10 libraries sent staff to the annual PLA Conference
 15 libraries sent staff to the annual ARSL Conference
 5 libraries sent staff to the West Dakota Library Conference
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Presentation Notes
Here’s another scenario to consider.



Example 2

How should this be reported?

A. 3 projects: Project A) PLA Conference; Project B) ARSL 
Conference; and Project C) West Dakota Library Conference

B. 30 projects: Projects by individual libraries

C. 1 Project: Project A) Improving Service through Staff 
Development
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Example 2

How should this be reported?

A. 3 projects: Project A) PLA 
Conference; Project B) 
ARSL Conference; and 
Project C) West Dakota 
Library Conference

B. 30 projects: Projects by 
individual libraries

C. 1 Project: Project A) 
Improving Service 
through Staff 
Development

West Dakota (SLAA) sought to 
improve skills of library staff across 
the state. The SLAA offered a 
continuing education subgrant
program that would provide 
libraries with up to $1,500 for a 
staff member to attend a library 
conference. 

30 libraries received subawards:
 10 libraries sent staff to the 

annual PLA Conference
 15 libraries sent staff to the 

annual ARSL Conference
 5 libraries sent staff to the West 

Dakota Library Conference 
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You may report as 1 Project:These share the same Intent and are similar activities targeting similar beneficiaries. In the single combined project report, each conference *could* be reported as a separate activity within that one project. And each library receiving support would be listed as a “locale” under the activity.While it could be reported as 3 projects, since they support the same intent and target the same beneficiaries, it is not necessary.Even though you have subgrant agreements with 30 libraries, reporting this as 30 individual projects would increase the burden for reporting, and since they all support the same intent and target the same beneficiaries that is not necessary.



Example 2

Questions?
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Presentation Notes
Report as 3 projects. Discuss rationale



Example 3

West Dakota State Library (SLAA) led efforts to combat “summer 
slide” by supporting a summer reading program. The state 
library provided summer reading manuals to libraries in the state 
along with funds up to $500 for libraries to hold educational 
programs or purchase materials for their summer reading 
program.

 45 libraries received summer reading manuals; 
 22 libraries received $500 for programming; 
 18 libraries received $500 to purchase books.
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Example 3

How should this be reported?

A. 1 project: Project A) Summer Reading in West Dakota

B. 3 projects: Project A) Summer Reading Manuals; Project B) 
Summer Reading Programs; Project C) Books for Summer Reading 

C. 41 projects: Project A) Summer Reading Manuals; Projects by 
individual library for programming and materials.

D. 2 projects: Project A) Summer Reading Manuals and Project B) 
Subawards for Programs and/or Books
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Example 3

How should this be reported?
A. 1 project: Project A) Summer 

Reading in West Dakota
B. 3 projects: Project A) Summer 

Reading Manuals; Project B) 
Summer Reading Programs; 
Project C) Books for Summer 
Reading 

C. 41 projects: Project A) Summer 
Reading Manuals; Projects by 
individual library for 
programming and materials.

D. 2 projects: Project A) Summer 
Reading Manuals and Project 
B) Subawards for Programs 
and/or Books

West Dakota State Library (SLAA) 
led efforts to combat “summer 
slide” by supporting a summer 
reading program. The state library 
provided summer reading manuals 
to libraries in the state along with 
funds up to $500 for libraries to 
hold educational programs or 
purchase materials for their 
summer reading program.

 45 libraries received summer 
reading manuals; 

 22 libraries received $500 for 
programming; 

 18 libraries received $500 to 
purchase books.
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Report as 1 projectThese are all related activities, and the awards are small, so these could be reported as one project with three activities: Content (summer reading manuals), Instruction – presentation (programming – with recipients designated in “locale”), and Content-Acquisition (Books – with recipients designated in “locale”). Individual libraries could be designated as a “locale” under the corresponding activity.While this could be reported as 3, 41, or 2 projects, it appears to be a unified effort, so there is no need to increase the reporting burden.



Example 3

Questions?
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Example 4

West Dakota (SLAA) sought to improve the ability of libraries to 
meet the information needs of their communities by offering 
collection development grants up to $4,000 to procure materials 
for one of the following subject areas: Workforce Development; 
Financial Literacy; or Parenting Skills.

15 Libraries received funding ($4,000 each):
 6 for Workforce Development Resources;
 2 for Financial Literacy Resources;
 7 for Parenting Skills Resources.
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And here’s one more example to consider.



Example 4

How should this be reported?

A. 1 Project: Project A) Strengthening Library Collections

B. 3 Projects: Project A) Workforce Development, Project B) 
Financial Literacy, Project C) Parenting Skills 

C. 15 Projects: Projects reported by Library
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Example 4

How should this be reported?

A. 1 Project: Project A) 
Strengthening Library 
Collections

B. 3 Projects: Project A) 
Workforce Development,
Project B) Financial 
Literacy, Project C) 
Parenting Skills 

C. 15 Projects: Projects 
reported by Library

West Dakota (SLAA) sought to 
improve the ability of libraries to 
meet the information needs of 
their communities by offering 
collection development grants up 
to $4,000 to procure materials for 
one of the following subject areas: 
Workforce Development; Financial 
Literacy; or Parenting Skills.

15 Libraries received funding 
($4,000 each):
 6 for Workforce Development 

Resources;
 2 for Financial Literacy 

Resources;
 7 for Parenting Skills Resources.
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Since there are three separate Intents that are supported by these subawards and the amount is less than $5,000 per award, bundling these awards into three projects (grouped by Intent) would be possible. Each library receiving funds would be designated as a “locale” under the Content Activity for the corresponding project.With three separate Intents being reported, it would not be appropriate to bundle into a single project. If you’ll recall, a project may have only one Intent assigned to it.While this could be reported as 15 separate projects at your discretion, that is not necessary since they include the same activities, share subjects,  and can be grouped by Intent.



Example 4

Questions?
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Tips

 One “Intent” will be assigned to each project
 Up to two “Subjects” may be selected for each project
 Subawards of $5,000 or less may be aggregated into one 

project for reporting (if they support the same “Intent”).
 When multiple subawards are reported as a single project, 

subrecipients will be identified as “locales” under an activity.
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Consistency in identifying projects across states will improve our ability to compare efforts and tell a clear and compelling story of the value of this public investment. Identifying the appropriate “Intent” and selecting appropriate “subjects” will also reduce the burden by avoiding having to re-enter any information. As I mentioned, we are awaiting confirmation of the dollar threshold by our grants admin office and while we do not expect that it will change, we will let you know if it does. In cases where subgrants are aggregated, the individual subrecipients will be reported as “locales” in the activity level information.



Additional Support

Upcoming Webinars
 March 18, 2015: “State Efforts”
 Additional Sessions TBD

In-Person Convening
 April (date TBD)

Documentation
http://stateprograms.imls.gov/NewProgramReport.htm

(username: lsta / password: statepgms55)
Mentor Approach
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An important point to keep in mind is that there will be a lot of assistance available to support you in the transition to the new system. The next webinar will cover “State Efforts” and will be held in March. We are also working on setting up a sandbox version of the new system that we hope to make available later in the spring.Plans are still moving ahead for the in-person convening to be held in Baltimore in April, but unfortunately, we will not have the date finalized until the end of February. We expect to support attendance for one person from each state. There may be space for an additional attendee to participate at the state’s expense. If your state is considering sending an additional participant, please let your program officer know by the end of this month.Basic documentation is available on the Extranet. The schedule, key terminology, project examples, and a reporting template are there for your review now. We are working on additional documentation and will be releasing that later.We are working with the pilot states to develop a mentor system to help states with the transition. We hope to launch this at the in-person convening in April.Following the session, we’ll send out the link to the archived webinar along with a copy of the powerpoint presentation.

http://stateprograms.imls.gov/NewProgramReport.htm


Contact Us

• Robin Dale, Associate Deputy Director
• rdale@imls.gov; 202-653-4650 

• Teri DeVoe, Program Officer
• tdevoe@imls.gov; 202-653-4778

• Michele Farrell, Senior Program Officer
• mfarrell@imls.gov; 202-653-4656

• James Lonergan, Senior Program Officer
• jlonergan@imls.gov; 202-653-4653

• Timothy Owens, Senior Program Officer
• towens@imls.gov; 202-653-4776
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Please feel free to contact us here in Grants to States. Thanks for your time.

mailto:rdale@imls.gov
mailto:tdevoe@imls.gov
mailto:mfarrell@imls.gov
mailto:jlonergan@imls.gov
mailto:towens@imls.gov
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